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WHEREIN WE PLAN TO GIVE YOU 
A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
The Iowa Homemaker has had it's first Happy New Year's 
Day. It has received it's first Happy New Year's greetings, and 
in return it wishes to tell you some of it's plans for making your 
entire new year a happy, and a profitable one. 
In the first place Miss Beth Bailey, instructor in mea! plan· 
ning and fancy cookery is going to help you in planning and 
serving your meals for the coming year. In this issue of the 
Homemaker is the first article of the "Meal Planning Series" by 
Miss Bailey which was announced last month. 
We know that you will enjoy it and the ones to follow. 
Miss Bailey speaks not from the standpoint of an instructor 
but from the standpoint of the practical housewife. In the com· 
ing articles in the series she will discuss with you, not the theory, 
but the practical problems of meal planning and serving as they 
present themselves in the ordinary home. 
While in this first article she takes up meal planning from 
the dietetical standpoint, in the next article she will discuss other 
phases of meal planning which perplex the homemaker. Her 
next article will begin the discussion of the different types of 
meals-the breakfast, the lunch, the dinner-the types of service 
suitable for each meal, the right kinds of food to serve and the 
proper setting of the table. 
There will be six articles in the series. Those of you who 
read Miss Bailey's "Who Waits on Your Table," and who en-
joyed her "What Kind of a Hostess Are You," will want to read 
all of this series. 
Miss Joanna M. Hansen in the February Homemaker is 
going to help you choose the pictures for your home. In this 
same issue will be the first article of a series, from the applied 
art department, in which will be discussed, the practical phases 
of art in relation to the planning of costumes, the selection of 
color schemes and the arrangement of interior decorations in 
the home. 
These are only a few of the plans which we have made for 
the following year. 
With the carrying out of these plans, and of others which 
we have made, we intend, not only to wish, but to give you a 
Happy New Year. 
+-·-··-·-··-··--·-··-··- ··- ··-··-··-··--··-··- ··-··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··- ··- ··- ··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
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The "Why" and "How" of Meal Planning 
By BETH BAILEY, Associate Professor of Home Economics 
W HAT SHALL we have for dinner? Is there any part of housework 
more trying to the average woman than 
this continual, tri-daily guest for proper 
food for her family? There are so many 
questions at stake-the cost of food and 
the fuel needs of the family as well as 
their wh1ms and fancies. 
If one could only follow a set of menus 
found in a magazine or a paper. But at 
best, such menus can give only a few 
suggestions. Every family is a special 
problem. Every woman must determine 
by scientific calculation or practical ex-
periment, what type of meal is best suit-
ed to the needs of her family; then it be-
comes her problem to so vary and 
change its form that there . will be no 
monotony. Because, after all, one of the 
most important elements of successful 
menus is variety and change. As one 
patient husband said to his wife, "I don't 
mind baking powder biscuits three hun-
dred and sixty-five times a year, but I 
wish you . would make them square for 
awhile instead of round." 
The basis of all meal planning is the 
dietetic needs of the family. The adult 
person requires a certain amount of fuel 
foods for the constant functioning of the 
many involuntary body activities, plus 
increasing fuel for all increasing ex.-
ercise and work. Therefore, the more 
an adult works the more fuel is required 
to produce the necessary energy. The 
fuel foods are fats, starches and sugars. 
The man who works in the field needs 
almost twice as much of these foods as 
does the office man of similar size. 
There is a certain repair of body tis-
sues constantly necessary. So to meet 
these needs, we must have tissue build-
ing foods as milk, eggs, cheese, meat, 
fish, and dried beans and peas. This 
factor remains almost constant in spite 
of increased work. If these foods are 
eaten in large amounts at the sacrifice 
of the fuel foods, these tissue builders 
may also be used as fuel, but when so 
used, they are an expensive fuel and 
leave unused wastes in the · body that 
may prove harmful. Therefore, we may 
say that the bulk of our foods should be 
starches and sugars with a moderate 
amount of the tissue builders. 
Our bodies are so complicated in form, 
that starches, fats and proteins are not 
sufficient to supply all our needs. Cer-
tain minerals as iron, calcium, phosphor-
us, and iodine are equally important in 
the repair and functioning of the body. 
Calcium forms a large percent of the 
bones and teeth. Therefore no one can 
afford to overlook a generous amount of 
calcium foods as milk, milk products and 
oranges. Iron is needed in the blood and 
Fruits Must Have A Place in the Daily Dietary 
in other body fluids. Sources of iron are 
eggs, fresh leafy green vegetables, on-
ions, carrots, and the bran of cereals. In 
general we may say, the necessary min-
erals may be secured by using daily a 
variety of vegetables, fruits, whole cer-
eals and plenty of milk and eggs. 
Another dietetic factor is the cellulose 
or bulk of the food. In recent years, 
there has been a tendency to so refine 
our foods that we do not get the proper 
amount of bulk. The bulk is obtained 
from fibrous part of fruits and vegetables 
and from the outer coats of cereals. Cel-
lulose is neither fuel nor tissue builder, 
but as waste, it increases the rythmic 
movement of the digestive tract and acts 
as a cleanser. 
Much has been said in the past few 
years about a new set of necessary food 
constituents called vitamines. Scientists 
have found that w~thout these ,the body 
ceases to function properly. Many of 
the common diseases attributed to mal-
nutrition are now said to be caused by a 
lack in the diet of one, or two, or. all 
three vitamines. 
Vitamine A is found in leafy green 
vegetables, egg yolk, butter, cream, car-
rots, rutabagas, spinach, cabbage, yellow 
corn and sweet potatoes. Lt is not stable 
to !:}eat. Lack of this constituent causes 
eye diseases and forms of rickets. Vit-
amine B is found in plant life as oranges, 
spinach, cabbage, turnips, beets, toma-
toes, carrots, potatoes, onions, and seeds 
of cereals. Deficiency of B causes a 
lack of appetite and general lassitude 
with a slowing of metabolism. Vitamine 
C is easily destroyed by heat except in 
acid solution. Good sources of C are to-
matoes, and uncooked greens, orange 
and lemon juice, fresh fruit, raw cab-
bage and raw milk. Its absence is 
shown in skin diseases. 
We may say then that to avoid any 
dangers due to shortage of these pro-
tective foods, the diet must contain 
milk, fresh vegetables, leafy greens, 
eggs, butter fat, and whole cereals. 
Canned vegetables may lose much of 
their value as sources of vitamines due 
to the high pressure cooking, especially 
if one does not use the liquid in which 
they are canned. 
One notices that .the diet which is re-
stricted to a very low expenditure of 
money is apt to be low in minerals and 
vitamines; since fresh fruit, green vege-
tables, and eggs are among the more 
costly foods. Milk must not be consid-
ered expensive at even sixteen cents per 
quart because of its supply of fuel,- tis-
S)le builder, calcium and vitamine A. 
This general review of body needs 
holds for the normal adult. In many 
families, one or more members is in 
need of special foods to remedy specific 
ills, so the family meals must be sub-
stituted with others supplying the neces-
sary constituents. 
Then too, in families where there are 
growing children, the meal planner must 
provide plenty of tissue builders of the 
easily assimilated sort and a generous 
supply of fuel foods for the ever active 
bodies. For the growing child one must 
provide a goodly supply of foods rich in 
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mineral and vitamines. In the delicate 
and intricate weaving of new body cells 
it is of the utmost importance that not 
one of the vital constituents be omitted. 
There is no one perfect food. No vege-
table or fruit can be used to the exclu-
sion of all others. A variety of all the 
many fruits and vegetables is essential 
not only for appetites sake, but for the 
actual needs of the body. 
A good balance between fat, sugar, and 
protein is to be desired. Excessive sugar 
ferments in the stomach causing distress 
from gas. Fat retards stomach diges-
tion. Therefore in a meal rich in fat and 
sugar, the action of the stomach is de-
layed until fermentation takes place. 
This is apt to happen after a holiday 
dinner. Then one has "heart burn" or 
indigestion. 
Excessive use of meat tends to intes-
tional disorders due to increased bacter-
ial action. Meat is of such pleasing 
flavor that one must guard against the 
excessive use of meat to the exclusion of 
the all essential vegetables, fruits, and 
dark breads. 
It is not expected that every meal of 
the day will contain all of the desired 
food stuffs in the proper amounts, but 
the day's meals' or the week's meals can 
be considered as a unit. Surely in the 
course of a week the meals can have a 
good balance of starch, sugar, whole 
cereals, fat, milk, milk products, eggs, 
meat, and a variety of vegetables and 
fruits. 
Taber in "Business of the Household" 
gives the following as a satisfactory 
amount of food per day for a man at 
moderate work: 
Vegetables and fruits, rich diet 2lh lbs. 
to plain diet 1lh lbs. 
Milk, rich diet 8 oz. to plain diet 8 oz. 
Meat, eggs, cheese, rich diet 14 oz. to 
plain diet 6 oz., 2 oz. less for each 
added % pint of milk. 
CPreals, rich diet 8 oz. to plain diet 16 
oz. 
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Sweets, rich diet 3 oz. to plain diet 1lh 
oz. 
Fats, rich diet 3 oz. to plain diet 1lh oz. 
Another way of determining the proper 
balance is by a study of the bills for one 
month. 
1. One-fourth to one-third of the mon-
ey for bread, cereals, macaroni and rice. 
2. One-third to one-half quarts milk 
per person per day. 
3. Spend as much for vegetables and 
fruits together as for milk. 
4. Spend no more for meat and eggs 
than for vegetables and fruits. 
5. Decrease the meat as the milk is 
increased. 
In 1918 a survey in Massachusetts gave 
these figures which are low for present 
prices. 
For a family of four on $10.00 per week 
the average amount spent for different 
kinds of food · was: 
$2.50 for grain products. 
$2.00 for milk. 
$2.00 for meat•, eggs, fish. 
$2.00 for fruit and vegetables. 
$1.50 for fat, sugar and miscellaneous. 
It is often by a study of monthly totals 
of the different classes of foods that the 
housewife can best check on her wisdom 
in buying and the adequateness of the 
meals for her family. 
Confessions of a Trained Aunt 
I T is of little consequence whether the 
word is spelled ant or aunt. In either 
case it is true that aunts are ubiquitous 
-even indispensable. 
Aunts are to be found literally every-
where, fQr I have yet to see the place 
where there isn't an unmarried female 
person declaiming on the charms of a 
sister's or a brother's offspring. 
I .have known some who were willing 
to listen to talks of marvelous children, 
but such aunts are few a'nd far between. 
Personally, I belong to the much larger 
number who only enjoy talking about 
their own nephews and nieces; listening 
is dull work. 
No one knows the self-control it re-
quires for me not to share with all my 
friends and acquaintances the stories of 
"our baby." I chuckle to myself as I 
read the letters about this fascinatin~­
person. To put the letter in my pocket 
and steadfastly refuse to read it to the 
first friend I meet is one of the hardest 
things I do. Herein lies part of the 
training. 
By EDA LORD MURPHY 
I've only been an aunt two and one-
half years. The first year and a half 
were easy-it is after the darling begins 
to talk that we suffer most. I just ache 
to recount all her mother writes me. At 
times when my ardor has overcome my 
better judgment my friends have shown 
such sweet and obvious efforts to smile 
and to be interested in balbY talk that 
I've reformed (in spots). 
Several of my friends have deceived me 
into believing they have a genuine in-
terest in Janet. They even go so far in 
their friendship for me as to ask, 
"What's the latest baby news?" If it is 
one of my homesick days I jump at a 
chance to tell them of her extraordinary 
vocabulary and Hibernian imagination; 
the lovely quality of her voice when she 
calls her father and mother by their first 
names or speaks in tenderness of her 
grandmother who is gone. Her affec-
tionate ways-her coquettry at two, her 
intensity of grief or joy, her social grace, 
her fearlessness (she went swimming on 
l:er second birthday and ·adored being 
ducked) her dramatic instinct, her sense 
of humor-who wouldn't love to talk 
about such charms. 
,_ I know so many aunts who buy clothes 
and toys and fairly support their nieces 
that it seemed as tho I ought to do some-
thing. So I offered to take care of her 
a week while the little mother went on 
a motor trip. And if they didn't accept 
my offer! .so one morning while we were 
chasing the neighibor's chickens the road-
ster went off with the gay young parents. 
I "majored" that week in the "Care 
and F eeding of Infants." I lived by the 
clock. My preference for sleeping late 
and for a nap after luncheon were re-
linquished for a schedule like the follow-
ing. 
Crack of dawn! awakened by a tiny 
voice calling my name in two tones, one 
high and one low. What I thought would 
be a stern command to turn over and go 
to sleep would collapse into abject ador-
ation when I saw those pink cheeks, smil-
ing eyes and arms outstretched. 
Breakfast at .seven and all was right 
with the world if I succeeded in making 
history so interesting that oatmeal (2 oz.) 
or egg (one whole) and with (8 oz.) 
slip down in spite of a capricious ap-
petite. 
Followed our walk, our saunter of, all 
occupations the most exhausting, inter-
rupted by dashing after her to prevent 
this or that disaster. 
Finally at eleven, the bath which was 
such fun for the little duck, then the nap 
-possibly two hours long, during which 
auntie did all her reading, writing, sew-
ing, calling, and marketing planned for 
that day. 
At one o'clock we'd dress up all sweet 
and clean with pink socks and pink 
sweater, looking like a rosebud. In 
fifteen minutes what with spinach or 
asJ:>aragus or mashed potato or prunes or 
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chocolate we were looking like dark 
brown east-siders. 
I thought she was old enough to play 
in her sandpile alone, but no cornet ever 
produced such a tone as she did when I 
sneaked around the corner of the house. 
Finally it ended in my carrying a little 
IDast Indian stool around with me and 
sitting like any other nurse, until the 
young autocrat chose to get outside the 
chicken wire. 
At six both of us were more or less 
cross and sleepy. We'd go upstairs. We'd 
try to settle down !but a far-off whistle 
on a train or a child's cry or a honking 
Ford would drive sleep miles away. 
She'd say one begging word and I'd think 
"It's not scientific to rock them but 
something's got to be done." Then the 
rocker would squeak and we'd both get 
the giggles. 
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So much for the end of a perfectly 
hectic day caring for one child. At the 
end of seven such days we were fast 
friends . She was a more or less spoiled 
baby and I was beginning to be the 
trained aunt that I am. 
I've thought of a way to preserve for 
posterity some of her wit and humor and 
general remarkability. I'm writing her 
biography. It is a wonderful outlet for 
me and saves my friends. When she is 
old enough to go to college and chew gum 
(lier two chief ambitions) it will lbe in-
teresting for her to read what she said 
and did at two and three. 
There are others but there'll never be 
another Janet. She has lived more in 
two and a half years than many grown 
persons have. She has a wide circle of 
friends young, middle-aged and old. She 
is a charmer. 
Keeping House at the Practice Cottage 
B OUNDED ON the west by a lovely 
and spacious living room, on the 
east by a perfectly adorable snow white 
kitchen, on the top by the cosiest of 
sleeping rooms, and with a center isthmus 
of a gay reading room and attractive din-
ing room, the practice house is the ful-
filment of that dream of all dreams-a 
lovely harmoniously furnished little 
home minus nothing except perhaps, the 
man. 
More than this it is a final step in the 
linking of "science with practice" for the 
practice house is a home maintained by 
the college where for a brief period the 
senior home economics students of Iowa 
State may put to a very practical test the 
knowledge they have gained from their 
four years work. 
The students who go to the practice 
house must have a general knowledge of 
all things pertaining to the problems of 
housewifery and house management along 
with a certain amount of patience and 
ability to meet em~rgencies. They must 
By MILLIE LERDALL 
be able to make budgets, keep accounts, 
follow time schedules, make beds and 
clean and polish silver and all the other 
duties which the care of a home brings. 
With all of the knowledge which they 
have naturally accumulated in the three 
years of their college career, they are 
ready to pack their bags and cross the 
threshold of the practice house without a 
quiver, having full confidence in their 
own ability to keep a house as it should 
be kept. Each student carries on her 
work just as she would do ordinarily ex-
cept on the days when she is chief cook 
and then because her duties are partic-
ularly heavy, she is excused from her 
classes. 
The house is harmoniously furnished 
thruout with combinations of subdued 
and bright blues, grays and browns pre-
dominating. In the living and reading 
rooms the bright colored curtains of cre-
tonne at the windows are offset by rather 
neutral gray walls and white woodwQrk. 
The reading room is characterized by its 
The Immaculate Practice House Kitchen-IDvery Girl Who Works In 
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gray furniture, bright cushions and well 
chosen pictures hung at a comfortable 
height from the eye. A group of interest-
ing magazines on the mahogany table in-
vites one to sit and rest awhile. The 
kitchen with its spotless white walls and 
checked gingham at the windows has 
that cheery atmosphere so conducive to 
work. Sleeping rooms above are attrac-
tively furnished, one in mahogany and 
three in ivory with curtains to complete 
a harmonious color scheme. 
At present thru a system of rotation 
four students remain at the practice 
house for a period of eight days, one 
girl coming and one girl leaving every 
two days. An instructor in charge is at 
once advisor, supervisor and chaperone 
but the girls have the responsibility of 
managing the home. ' 
Just as many hands make light work, 
so does scheduling of tasks make for ef-
ficiency. That's the reason why, in spite 
of a few unforeseen and unpreventable 
disasters, the general regime of the 
household runs so smoothly. "Each girl 
to a task and for every task a girl" is 
the unspoken yet understood slogan that 
prevails. The girls' duties are divided 
into distinct groups of two days each and 
each group of days has its set of duties 
very clearly defined. Each girl becomes 
successively assistant, second cook, cook 
and manager. 
Oh it's so delightful to be assistant! 
Not a care or a responsibility to mar the 
whole horizon unless one deliberately 
peeps ahead to 'trouble trouble before 
trouble troubles her." For no one can 
deny that it is quite a responsibility to 
cook for or try to manage a household of 
five or six perople. But to be really and 
entirely assistant is to make the beds and 
' care for the upstairs rooms. In general to 
be a good helper and keep the eyes and 
ears at attention all of the time so that 
when one must assume the greater re-
sponsibilities later on, the adjustment 
will not be so difficult. 
It is then with self satisfaction and 
growing confidence that on the next two 
days of her stay in the practice house the 
girl assumes the role of second cook. She 
almost looks forward to cooking for the 
family and! plans her menus with all the 
enthusiasm of a young child about to 
hear an interesting story. But 6:15 does 
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come around horribly early in the morn-
ing and it's such a worry for fear she 
won't hear the alarm and won't waken 
the rest of the family on time. 
At last the momentous days of "cook-
hood" arrive and she is surprised to find 
that the misgivings of the first four days 
were needless, that she is actually enjoy-
ing her work as cook. It is hard to miss 
two days of school especially near the 
end of the quarter when school work 
seems most pressing but she soon forgets 
that with the hum of the vacuum cleaner 
in the living room or the singing of the 
tea kettle in the kitchen. Her biggest in-
terest in the next meal. 
In planning for that next meal she 
must take into consideration a great 
number of things. She must ask her-
self these questions : First of all, are 
the three meals for the day going 
to fall within the cost of $3.50 for 
five or six people? Do they include at 
least one hot bread; biscuits, yeast bread 
or muffins? Do the calories amount to 
2400 per person per day and the protein 
calories to 300 per person per day? Are 
the menus so well planned that they may 
be prepared with ease leaving enough 
time for the necessary cleaning too? Are 
the menus in keeping with the principles 
of meal planning and dietetics? Do they 
contain enough vitamins and mineral 
matter? Do they have an even balance of 
liquid and solid, protein and carbohy-
drates and are the flavors and color com-
binations delightful? Finally is the equip-
ment easily accessible and ready to use? 
With all of these factors considered be-
forehand the cook is ready to carry her 
part thru and do it efficiently. Aside 
from the fact that she is cook in the kit-
chen to the very minute of service she 
coaly and collectedly makes her way to 
the table where she acts as hostess. She 
leads all the conversation to topics of 
general interest, while all o{ the time far 
back in her subconscious mind is the 
fear that perhaps something will go 
wrong in the kitchen. Perhaps on one 
of these days some famous personage 
passing thru the state will stop in Ames 
for a visit and will be invited to come 
to the practice house for dinner. Then 
indeed does the cook feel proud of her 
responsibility as hostess. 
Of course mishaps occur even at the 
practice house but these are to be ex-
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pected. The pie burns or the cream re· 
fuses to whip. But in good sportsmanship 
the students take these little mishaps and 
receive a great deal of satisfaction from 
the fact that they know they have met a 
difficulty and have been able to solve it 
well. 
As the closing chapter in the adventure 
in homemaking comes the position as 
house manager. After having graved the 
perils of cook a girl feels equal to any 
task. She scurries around doing the mar-
keting personally for the cook, keeping 
track of the bills and making all things 
in the budget balance. 
Her account books are the pride of her 
life and it is a genuine pleasure for her 
to run around from one store to another 
in search of bargains. Lf she can buy 
head lettuce at one place cheaper than at 
another she never stops to consider the 
steps involved, but makes the extra trip 
willingly to make her daily account an 
economical one. She never could mend 
her own clothing at home but to mend at 
the practice house is simple ·and really 
quite interesting. It is just as easy to 
arrange the nowers artistically and not 
to forget to water t)lem. Her only real 
anxiety is getting the supplies on time for 
the cook and seeing that the household 
runs smoothly enough. 
And so her practice house career comes 
to an end. If she has been conscientious 
and sincere in her work and if it in-
volves the type of things in which she is 
especially interested she will feel a little 
sad as she closes the door behind her for-
ever. If one the other hand it has been a 
constant struggle on her part to maintain 
an interest in it, it will be with a feeling 
of relief that she leaves it behind to pur-
sue work of more immediate interest to 
her. The departure of each girl from its 
fold sends an echo thruout the practice 
house which suggests this paraphrase of 
Tennyson: 
"For girls may come and girls may go 
But I go on forever." 
How to Judge of a Pattern 
"QH Mary," the voice over the tele-
phone was a heartbroken wail. 
"I'm having the most awful time. You 
know I have been trying to make a new 
waist and it won't fit a t all, and I !bought 
a size 36 pattern just as I always do, too. 
Can you tell me what's wrong? I know 
I followed the directions exactly." 
Mary considered a moment, then asked, 
"Did you buy the same kind of pattern, 
I mean the same make you always get?" 
~·wen, no. I usually get a D-- but 
this time I got a B--. But that wouldn't 
make any difference would it? They were 
the same size." 
"Of course it would, child. Wait till 
I come over and I'll show you." 
When Mary arrived at her friend's 
home she found her staring hopelessly at 
By NIRA KLISE 
a partly made brown silk waist which 
she held up. 
"Now let's see! Just as I thought. 
It's too &.mall across the shoulders and 
pretty tight in the sleeves, isn't it? 
B-- patterns usually are for your kind 
of figure." 
"But why, Mary? I'd think the right 
size would fit you no matter what kind 
of pattern you got," protested Eda. 
"I know you would, and a lot of women 
who have had a great deal more experi-
ence than you have had in sewing think 
the same thing. So did I until I learned 
differently when I had to compare pat-
terns for a project in college. Certain 
kinds of patterns fit a certain type of 
figure better than others even if they 
are all the same size and supposed to 
fit the same sized person. What women 
r eally ought to do is to test out patterns 
till they find the make that suits their 
particular type of figure best, and always 
buy that kind, or know what alterations 
are necessary when they use other kinds. 
"For every woman to systematically 
judge many makes of patterns for her-
self would undoubtedly require a great 
deal of time, but there is no reason why 
a group of women or a woman's club 
couldn't do it together. They could even 
pay one woman to do it .for them, and 
it would be well worth the effort and 
expense. Shall I t ell you how I worked 
this out?" 
"Well then," as her friend nodded, "I 
bought the same design in eight differ-
ent makes of patterns-a simple man-
nish shirt waist with high collar, front 
opening, one pocket, and seam forward on 
shoulders. Of course I had to get the 
same style in all essential points or my 
comparison wouldn't have been fair. 
"First I tried laying the patterns on 
the same lengths of maJerial for cutting 
out. The material was plain in color, 
had no pattern and was 36 inches wide. 
I found that one pattern took almost a 
half-yard more material than the others. 
That alone would be worth a woman's 
knowing for she could save considerruhle 
material by using another make unless 
she was the very full type who needed 
this extra-large cut of pattern. You can't 
always go by the amount of material 
called for on the pattern, either, because 
if you know how, you can often twist the 
pieces around so as to save material, and 
if you have studied your patterns you 
will know which one works more to ad-
vantage that way. 
"In order to be perfectly fair, I worked 
out a score card for judging the patterns, 
assuming that they were to be used by 
someone who didn't know how to sew at 
all well, and r eally had to depend on the 
pattern for guidance in cutting, making, 
and fitting the garments. I considered 
the following points, and gave them val-
ues thus: 
1. Fit of the garment . .. . .. . ..... 40 
2. Markings of the pattern. . . . . . . 25 
3. Cutting-out directions ... . .. .. 15 
4. Construction directions . . . . . . . 15 
5. Amount of material used. . . . . . 5 
Total ... ... . .. .............. 100 
"In judging the fit of the garment, I 
tried to determine which patterns were 
most dependable for different types of 
people. I found that one pattern, the 
D--, fitted all three types pretty well, 
but that others, as the 0--, fitted only 
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the quite plump type well, and the B--, 
as you found, is usually too small for the 
medium and plump types. ,To do this I 
chbse a thin girl, a medium-sized one, and 
a quite plump one to act as my models. 
All of these girls wete size 38 but differed 
considerably in shape of figures. The 
thin girl had broad shoulders and a long 
waist; the medium one was average in all 
proportions; and the plump one had full-
ness around the bust and a short waist. 
Most of us don't realize that there is this 
difference in types of figures which are 
all the same size. 
"FO'l' the fittings, I made a skeleton 
waist of cambric from each pattern; that 
is, I put together on the lines indicated 
in the pattern, a front, •back, and sleeve. 
Then the waists were tried on the three 
girls, and the lines of alteration for each 
type marked with different colored pen-
cils, as orange for thin, green for medium, 
and purple for plump. 
"The housewife will find it worth while 
to consider the perforations of the pat-
terns she uses. For instance, some pat-
terns have all one type of perforations 
in different sizes, standing for different 
things. In case such a pattern is a lit-
tle torn or rumpled, it is often hard to 
distinguish between the perforations. 
Others have different shapes of perfora-
tions. and are thus much easier to follow. 
Then sometimes the perforations are not 
clear or distinct, and in judging the pat-
tern markings I found one pattern with 
markings which seemed always to be 
blurred. Another important discovery 
was that some patterns come with the 
name printed or cut right into each piece 
of the pattern instead of having the pieces 
numbered. This pattern was easier to 
follow because it eliminated the necessity 
for looking back at the picture on the 
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envelope to identify every piece. 
"It is really worth while to know which 
pattern has the most reliable directions 
and is most easy to follow and so both 
cutting-out and construction directions 
w,.ere considered from the point of view 
of pictured plans and written directions. 
A woman who has had· experience in sew-
ing doesn't pay much attention to them, 
but neither does she always use commer-
. cia! patterns. It is the woman who is 
not an expert seamstress who considers 
the printed instructions on the envelope 
and these instructions may or may not 
be plain and easy to follow. One pattern 
took over fifty words to tell how to put 
a cuff onto a sleeve, and -another did it 
equally well in a dozen. 
"The majority of the patterns didn't 
have pictured plans, especially for con-
struction, but the one or two which did, 
were much easier to follow. 
"In scoring these eight patterns on a 
possible scale of 100, not one of them 
could r eally score more than 75 percent. 
Lack of cutting and construction guides 
brought down the score of one pattern. 
A woman who knew how to sew wouldn't 
need these, perhaps, and as the other 
features of the pattern were quite good, 
she could probably use that make with 
satisfaction. Other patterns were equal-
ly good in some points and poor in oth· 
ers. Doesn't that show that there is no 
perfect pattern and that the sewer must 
know which one best suits her needs? 
"But I must go home now, and I have-
n't told you yet what to do for this waist. 
It's too small for you as it is, so if I 
were you I'd either make it a panel ef-
fect and put a foundation waist under it, 
or give it to your sister Jane. She's a 
thin type, you know. And next time, 
know your pattern before you use it." 
Iowa State · College Women Are Modern Marketers 
T HE SWEET young bride telephoned her butcher and ordered some meat. 
"Anything else, madame?" he asked. 
"Oh, yes," she replied after a moment's 
consideration, "A little gravy, please." 
Home Economics girls at Iowa State 
will never be guilty of similar mistakes 
for, when they have finished with their 
course in marketing, they know the sub-
ject not only from the buyer's standpont 
but from the standpoint of the stores and 
public markets, as well. During the 
time when they are taking the course, 
they study the local markets and stores, 
and later on, they all take a trip to Des 
Moines to study at firs_t hand the city 
markets and wholesale establishments. 
The group taking this trip during the 
fall quarter included one hundred and 
fifty sophomore girls. They visited the 
wholesale house of Charles Hewitt and 
Sons Company, Flynn's Dairy, The Boston 
Market, The Des Moines Public Market, 
and Chase's Retail Grocery. The trip 
proved to be instructive in many ways. 
Interesting insights "behind the scenes" 
gave impressions of marketing from the 
dealer's standpoint. Valuable informa-
tion to consumers was revealed to the 
students. 
"Don't buy English walnuts from this 
year's California crop if you wish to be 
By KATHERINE GO EPPINGER 
thrifty," said John A. Blanchard of 
Charles Hewitt Company. "They are 
only sixty percent good-a little over 
half-while the Italian crop is ninety-six 
percent good." The nut buyer had just 
been testing samples of the new crops 
and advised buying walnuts produeed in 
Italy. 
The students were shown all the 
stages of preparation of coffee from the 
green bean to the finished product. Sev-
eral varieties of green coffees from South 
Ameri'ca, Central America, and Mexico 
were opened up for inspection. 
There was as great a variety in the 
kinds of Burlap containers as there was 
in the green coffee contained in them. 
Small rocks and foreign matter which is 
mixed with the coffee beans are re-
moved at the wholesale house by a suc-
tion of air strong enough to lift the cof-
fee, but not the rocks. Gas h eated the 
coffee roasters, each contained three 
hundred pounds of green coffee. The 
coffee is roasted thirty minutes and dur-
ing this time it srinks about 14 percent. 
The coffee buyer explained to the stu-
dents that roasted coffee in tin cans costs 
six and one-half cents per pound to 
pack; coffee in fiber tubes with parafin 
lining costs four and one-half cents to 
pack; and coffee in paper cartons with 
parafin lining, two and one-half cents to 
pack. The latter metliod of packing is 
satisfactory if the grocer keeps his stock 
fresh and if the consumer does not keep 
it on the shelf too long. However, for 
best results, the coffee purchaser advises 
the housewife to buy her coffee in tin 
containers and have it freshly ground as 
she uses it. 
The manufacture of peanut butter was 
next explained. Peanuts used for this 
purpose are roasted in the same manner 
as coffee is roasted. The peanuts are all 
picked over by hand, to remove stones 
and imperfect nuts. The little hearts of 
the nuts, which are bitter, are removed ' 
before grinding and sold for chicken feed. 
A blend is made of large Virginia nuts 
which give good flavor, and small Span-
ish nuts which contain a large percent of 
oil. Nothing is added to the peanuts as 
they are being ground for butter, with the 
exception of salt. 
Salted peanuts are of the No. 1 
Spanish variety. These are cleaned, 
sorted, boiled in cocoanut oil, and salted 
after cooking. 
H ewitts prepare their own powdered 
sugar. It is made by beating up the 
granulated sugar to a dust, three pounds 
of corn starch being added to each one 
hundred pounds of sugar. This addition 
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is for the purpose of keeping the 
powdered sugar from hardening and 
forming lumps. 
At Flynn's Dairy the students had a 
chance to see just how a large commerc-
ial dairy is run. Several Ames graduates, 
employed in the plant, assisted in con-
ducting the class through the plant and 
explained the processes. He explained 
that a capable field man is employed by 
the firm to inspect the sources of sup-
ply and to see that the cows producing 
the milk are healthy and housed in clean 
quarters. 
The milk which comes into this 
dairy· is transported to the plant receiv-
ing room in the shortest possible time. 
There it is weighed by automatic scales, 
tested for acidity, and that which com-
plies with the test is strained through 
sterilized cheese cloth into huge, jacket-
ed, glass-lined steel tanks. A cooling 
medium.. circulating around the milk, 
rapidly lowers its temperature to the 
proper level. The milk is pumped from 
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these tanks to the clarifiers, which re-
move any sediment. That portion used 
for cottage cheese is put through the 
separators, which recover the cream, and 
the skim milk is sent to the cheese vats. 
From the clarifiers the market milk 
flows by gravity to the pasteurizers. 
After being heated for a specific length 
of time it enters the cooling coils and is 
quickly chilled to thirty-eight degrees. 
Milk is conducted directly from the pas-
teurizers to an equalizing tank, and from 
there to the bottling machines, which 
automatically fill and. cap the bottles 
They are then carried on automatic con-
veyors to the refrigerator storage room, 
In this room which is insulated with 
eight inches of cork could be seen twenty-
five thousand bottles of milk ready for 
the next mornings delivery. 
The washing and sterilization of empty 
milk bottles proved to be an interesting 
process. They are washed mechanically 
first in hot soda water, then rinsed twice 
in clear hot water then sterilized with 
live steam and placed inverted in special· 
ly designed crates, so that all possibility 
of contamination is eliminated. Every 
bottle has four separate inspections. 
Perhaps the most interesting of the 
processes noted in this dairy was the ho· 
mogenizing process in ice cream making. 
The "mix" is passed through a powerful 
machine which breaks up the butter glo-
bules and imparts to the finished product 
a velvety smoothness. From the homo· 
genizing and mixing vats the "mix" flows 
to the freezers, which are located in a 
specially designed room entirely separate 
and distinct from the milk department. 
Every process in this dairy is in charge 
of college graduates who are experts in 
hygiene and sanitation. 
At the Boston market the proprietor 
explained, in considerable detail to the 
class, the different kinds of fish in his 
large display room and told where he 
purchased each variety. Among them 
were five grades of oysters, live lobsters, 
(Continued on page 15) 
A Simple System of Household Accounting 
DO you run from the word "budget" like most housewives? . 
Do you lose sleep over percentages and 
accounts as your children do? Most of 
us do. But at the practice house at Iowa 
State College, the home economics stu-
dents keep accurate accounts of house-
hold expenditures and follow budgets, 
without realizing that such words as 
"budget" and "account" exist. 
Miss Alma Reimenschneider, manager 
of the practice house, says that it takes 
only a few minutes each evening to do 
the practice house bookkeeping. It is no 
tedious task of chasing a penny thru 
pages of figures to make the books bal-
ance, if simple forms of accounting and 
budgeting are used - and no housewife 
would want to use a complicated account-
ing or budgeting system. The principal 
thing is for each housewife to work out 
her own system and to make it as simple 
as possible. 1 
Before the practice house manager 
made out her food budget, she keDt ac-
counts for several months in order to 
decide just how much should tbe spent for 
food each day. It would be foolish for 
a housekeeper to set aside arbitrarily a 
certain percent of the family income for 
food without considering her own family 
or its conditions and whims. For in-
stance, we all know that when a woman 
does her own sewing, cooking and caring 
for the house, she does not spend as 
much money for these things as if she 
hired them done, and she can then appor-
tion more money for other things. 
A butterfly fun-loving neighbor may 
say, "Oh! yes, Mrs. Thrifty can have 
things because she is such a good man-
ager. If only I had a business head." 
The fact of the matter is that Mrs. 
Thrifty manages her work and the money 
takes care of itself. Her percentage of 
income spent for food and clothing is 
probably lower than Mrs. Hire-it-done, 
altho she lives in the same neighborhood 
and her husband receives the sa.me in-
come. Therefore the budget in the two 
families would necessarily have to be 
made to suit the family conditions. 
So in planning the food budget, the 
By GENEVIEVE McKIM BARKER 
practice house manager finally decided 
that 60 cents a day could be spent for 
food each day for each l}erson. The buy-
er ·at the house knows this and plans the 
meals accordingly. Since students live 
at the practice house only temporarily, 
there are no clothing or other similar 
expenses. . Besides the food, however, 
there are the monthly bills for heat, light, 
water, etc. 
To keep track of all the accounts, two 
small books are kept. The system of ac-
counting used in these books could well 
be copied in any real household. One 
book is an income book in which an ac-
count of everything that "comes in" is 
recorded for each month. The other is 
an expense book, in the front of which 
are the daily expense sheets which have 
these headings: 
Cereal Products; Eggs; Fats; Fruits; 
Meats; Milk; Vegetables; Miscellaneous. 
•Each night all the receipts are posted 
under the l}roper headings. In the back 
of this book is the monthly expense sheet 
which has these headings: 
Gas; House; Su;pplies; lee; Water; 
Telephone; Light. These expenses are 
posted as the bills come in and ar,e 
· totalled for each month. All that must 
be done to make the books balance is to 
subtract the expenses from the income 
and the remainder is the amount saved 
on house money. Files for the receipts 
and bills are used so that these may be 
kept in accessible places. An accurate 
checking system is one of the biggest 
aids which any housekeeper can have in 
keeping accurate household accounts, Miss 
Reimenschneider says. Then too, the 
housewife who keeps her check stubs and 
uses them in place of receipts has cut 
the difficulty of keeping accounts several 
percent. Another way in which the prac-
tice house 3/Ccounting system is simplified 
is by the buying of supplies in large 
quantities. 
For the account book in the ordinary 
household, where there are such expenses 
as clothing, rent, etc., Miss Reimen-
schneider suggests, besides the page for 
food expenses, that other pages be de-
voted to: 
Rent ; Clothing; Saving; Gifts; Oper-
ating Expenses; Waste. 
After keeping accounts of all these 
items for several months each housewife 
will have enough material on hand to en-
able her to make a monthly or even a 
yearly budget, and plan just what per-
centage of money is to go for each of 
these things. 
When the housewife has decided how 
much of the income it will be necessary 
to allow for actual household expenses 
then she can decide on the amount that is 
to be saved, subtract that amount from 
the income and apportion the rest among 
the other headings. If the savings are 
left until the last, they are apt to have 
only a very slight consideration. 
Notice, also the column or page headed 
"Waste," (not waist, altho it might be). 
Often one buys a blouse or even a dress 
because it is a bargain or because a sales-
woman has talked one into it, which is 
never worn after it is purchased. If this 
waist or dress is put in the waste column 
when the buyer finds that it belongs 
there, it will be easy to realize the way 
the money "slips thru one's fingers," 
moreover it will be easier to .bang on to 
it the next time. 
There is one more thing which is just 
as necessary to a good accounting system 
as a well kept account tbook and that is 
frequent family consultations. Unhappi-
ness caused by the f3!Ct that some mem-
bers of the family have no share in the 
handling as well as the spending of the 
money, is common in many homes. Often 
no one but the father has any idea of 
how much mon ey the family really has, 
or can afford, to spend. No housewife 
can keep accounts which are worth while 
without forming some sort of a business 
partnership with her husband and the 
other members of the family. 
There are very few men who would not 
be more than willing to cooperate in 
making and following a household budget, 
or in making it possible for the house· 
wife to have a checking account of her 
own. Do they not run their own busi-
nesses by a budget system? Few men now-
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adays refuse to believe that a woman is 
not a p-roducer and that when she >broils 
a steak, makes a dress or decorates a 
room she is not increasing the value of 
these things and does not deserve money 
for the services rendered. The trouble 
comes when the housewife tries to make 
out her budgeting system without con-
sidering or consulting the wishes of the 
husband or the other members of the 
family or when she tries to follow an 
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accounting plan which is so complicated 
that she utterly fails. 
No ordinary household needs a more 
complicated system than the one which 
is used at the practice house. The house-
wife who follows some such plan-who 
keeps track of expenditures and then de-
cides what ought to be spent to get the 
most out of the family income, will 
really have mastered that much maligned 
thing-the budget. Would you believe it? 
For Those Who Have Difficulties in Home Dyeing 
"DYEING AS A 
household 
practice, is almost 
as much abused 
as is dieting," said 
Miss E. Phillips, 
expert dyer for 
the North Amer-
ican dyeing cor-
poration in a lec-
ture b e f o r e a 
group of home 
demonstration 
agents not long 
ago. 
And isn't there 
some truth in the 
remark? 
When we go down town on a shopping 
tript and meet anl old friend who is 
slender and pink and sylphlike, don't we 
look at our own robust reflection in a 
nearby shop window and rush home to 
diet? When we go to club and see the 
next door neighbor wearing a stunning 
new dark blue crepe de chine frock, don't 
we recall the miraculous assertions of a 
recent dyeing advertisement, think of our 
old Copenhagen blue crepe hanging in 
the closet 'still as good as new," and 
rush home to dye-it? 
Then, just as in our dieting program 
we alternately stuff and starve our-
selves for a few days and finally 
succeed in losing a quarter of a 
pound in weight and in ruining our per-
fectly good digestions, don't we stir a 
little dye in some water, souse our faded 
frock in the mixture and finish by ruin-
ing the dress and losing our faith in the 
probabilities of successful home dyeing. 
According to Miss Phillips, home dye-
ing is only worth while when the dyer 
has time to spend on the work and has 
an intelligent knowledge of dyeing pro-
ceEses. 
There is something about the miracle 
of making something new out of some-
thing old that makes most women rush 
thru the dyeing process to "see what it 
is going to look like" without reading in-
structions carefully, or following those 
which she does read. 
"In the first place," Miss Phillips said, 
"be sure that the garment which is to be 
dyed is worth dyeing. A satisfactory 
piece of dyeing involves some little time 
and expense, and cracked silk or badly 
stained material may not be worth work-
ing with. A woman visiting a large dye 
factory, happened to mention to the man-
ager, the fact that she had, not long be-
fore, ruined a dress by trying to dye it. 
After questioning her briefly the man-
ager told her that she had not prepared 
the material properly before dyeing it 
and started to explain what should have 
By GRACE MciLRATH 
An expert dyer who answers the 
hundreds of letters of inquiry 
which come into the office of a 
large dyeing corporation, says that 
there are five questions which he 
asks any woman who has had fail-
ure with a home dyeing problem. 
1. Was the material really worth 
dyeing? 
2. Did you read the directions 
before you started and follow them 
accurately? 
3. Did you strain the dissolved 
dye into the dyebath? 
4. Did you use a container large 
enough so that the material was 
completely submerged in dye? 
5. Did you rinse the material 
thoroly? 
to judge the amount of dye which will be 
required in the dye bath. Boil streaked 
cotton and silk in soap and water from 
10 to 15 minutes. As soon as the water 
becomes discolored, pour it off and add 
fresh water. Continue, until must of the 
old color has been boiled out or until 
the former color has been spread evenly. 
Boil wool in ammonia and water (about 
1 tablespoon of ammonia to a gallon 
· of water). Do not boil rapidly or for a 
very long time as too much heat might 
injure the fiber. When the goods has 
been thoroly rinsed it is ready to go into 
the dye bath. Read the directions on the 
package to find out just how much dye 
to use in making the bath. 
To dye white materials ,ordinarily, a 
cake of dye to a pound of goods is neces-
sary. The amount of dye called for in 
the directions on the package is always 
based on white material. For "top dye-
ing," that is where the goods to be dyed 
is a colored goods, this quantity of dye 
been done. "Oh!" the visitor replied, will not be the correct one. The old col-
"the dress wasn't worth all that trouble." or in a garment has the same effect in 
"Then it wasn't worth dyeing," said the dyeing as if that color were added to the 
manager. new dye bath. A tan or a faded brown 
\Ve will take it for granted then, that material will not require as much dye to 
the material to be dyed is really of some make it dark brown in color as would 
littl e value. The first thing to do is to white goods. Suggestions of amounts of 
select a good dye. A good commercially dye to use in dyeing colored garments 
.fast dye may be had in powder, soap or are sometimes given on the package. 
flake form. Which form to use is merely Otherwise the woman who dyes must use 
a matter of personal preference. A good her own discretion. She may avoid mis-
dye properly applied should stand the takes by dyeing a sample of the cloth be-
te sts of washing, light and perspiration. fore she puts the whole garment in the 
Then too, certain dyes will not color all dyebath. 
kinds of fibers equally well. A fast, di- In making the bath it is well to keep in 
rect cotton dye will not be readily ab- mind a few simple facts in regard to the 
sorbed by wool or silk. The companies dyeing of colored goods. For instance, 
which put out strictly cotton dyes also too much black dye will produce an ugly 
manufacture acid dyes for wool or silk. bronzed shade of black. Navy blue does 
There are dyes, however, which dye all not bronze as quickly as black. Sun-
kinds of fibers alike. The advantage of burned wool garments are hard to dye 
using such dyes is that they will color and will take only dark blue, dark brown 
evenly any goods which is part wool and or black. It is always easier to dye 
part silk or part wool and part cotton. colored goods in some color order. For 
Read the directions on the envelope, instance, tan takes a dark brown color 
then, and see if the dye which you are better than it would take a dark blue. 
1,electing is the right one to use. After Also, grey would be easier to color black 
selecting the dye, prepare the garment than green. Under any circumstances, 
for tl:re dye bath. the color used in dyeing must always be 
darker than the original material. One 
To avoid light streaks, remove all complimentary color dyed over another 
trimming. Take out all stains but do not will give the basic color. That is, to 
use a stain reomver which will remove dye a yellow scarf green, use blue dye. 
the color for the spot will show after the Any knowledge of colors- which a house-
garment is dyed. The home dyer must wife may have will be of use in dyeing. 
always remember that every part. of a Make the dye bath according to the di-
piece of goods will absorb an equal rections on the package. Usually about 
amount of dye and streaked and spotted one cake of dye is used in two cupfuls 
goods will be streaked and spotted when of hot water. Stir until the dye is thor-
dyed. oly dissolved. The tiniest speck of un-
For this reason, if a garment is at all dissolved dye will make a spot on the 
faded or streaked the old color must be goods. Powdered dye is apt to float 
partially boiled off. Before doing this, around on top of the water, so it is well 
weigh the material to be dyed in order • (Continued on pa,ge 11) 




ORIGIN OF CLOVES AND CINNAMON 
. I have often wondered from what cloves and 
ctnnamon were obtained. Do they have any food 
value? . 
Cloves are the unexpanded flowers of 
an evergreen tree found in the East 
Indies and native to the Molucca Islands. 
This tree is not hardy and grows best in 
sheltered places. Cloves from the Mol-
lucas a nd Ceylon are more valuable, be-
ing richer in oil, darker in color and far 
more aromatic. Cinnamon is the inner 
bark of a tree related to the laurels. It 
is supposed to be native to Ceylon and 
the Penang Islands. 
The greatest value received from them 
is the stimulation to digestion. 
REMOVING SCORCHED TASTE 
Is there any effective way of removing the 
undesirable taste from scorched foods? 
Quite often this taste may be removed 
1by quickly transferring the food to a 
clean pan, setting this in cold water and 
stirring. 
DISTINCTION OF VARIETIES OF TEA 
What is the main distinction between different 
varieties of tea? 
The leaf of the tea plant is used for 
tea and it can be made either green or 
bla-ck. Green tea is made by withering 
leaves in iron receptacles by quick heat-
ing or steaming on mats. Then the leaves 
are rolled to release the oil and are heat-
ed at a low temperature for a long time. 
Black tea is sun-wilted, rolled, spread 
thin, moistened, left to ferment and then 
furnace dried. 
The varieties are due to the use of dif-
ferent leaves. The undeveloped bud is 
known as flowery pekoe, t he last devel-
oped ar e orange pekoe, then pekoe, souch-
ong and congou. Teas, also, often carry 
the name of the location in which they 
were grown. 
LEFT OVER MEATS 
Quite often I find I have a quantity of soup 
meat left on hand and of late I have had dif-
ficulty in using it up. Can you suggest ways of 
using this left over meat? 
Left over meat can :be used in cro-
quettes, escalloped dishes, baked hash, 
tomales or in the stuffing for vegetables. 
SUBSTITUTING SYRUP IN CAKES 
If I use syrup in place of sugar in cakes how 
do I alter the rest of the recipe? 
If syrup is used in place of sugar in 
making cakes or cookies the batter is 
heavier and r equir es more baking pow-
der. The liquid used should be reduced 
14 cup for every cup of syTup used. You 
will find the texture of the finished p.ro-
duct will not be so good when syrup is 
substituted as when all sugar is used. 
USE OF FIELD STONE IN DUTCH 
COLONIAL HOUSE 
We are planning to build a small house of 
Dutch colonial type, having an overhanging roof 
and dormer windows on the second floor. W; 
would like very much to have a stone fireplace 
in the living room a nd build the chimney along 
one side of the house out of uncut field stone, a s 
this stone is very common in our community. We 
have been told that a stone fireplace would look 
odd on a house of this type and that brick is 
much to be preferred. Could you advise us as 
t o this? 
A brick fireplace or even a cut stone 
fireplace is more typically Dut-ch colon-
ial than a field stone fireplace would be, 
but since the stone is common in your 
neighborhood it would not be bad taste 
to use it in part of the house construc-
tion. ti is always good to have the ma-
terial which is common to the community 
used in t he construction of the homes in 
that place. To have stone shipped in 
from another place and put into your 
house would be very bad planning, how-
ever. 
AFFECT OF COLORS ON SIZE 
Is it true that certain colors tend to make the 
wearer seem smaller and others seem to increase 
her size? 
Yes. Dark colors worn by a large wo-
man seem to make her look smaller, 
while white and light colors make her 
appear larger . Bright colors also, even 
when fairly dark will increase the ap-
parent size of the person who wears 
them. 
GOOD WAFFLES ON AN ELECTRIC 
IRON 
Why do waffles cooked on an electric iron seem 
tough and hard? Is there any way of making 
REMOVING FLAVOR OF FATS soft, delicious waffles on an electric iron? 
I find it difficult to use some fats in cooking The greasing of the waffle iron is 
because of certain characteristic flavors. Is there what keeps the waffle soft and tender. 
fl~~or~~thod I could use to do away with these Since the fine grained aluminum irons, 
used for cooking by electricity, do not 
Mutton or beef fat may have the char - need to be greased, the result is an ap-
acteristic flavor r educed by rendering parent toughening of the cakes. Try 
with one-half as much sweet milk. The doubling the amount of shortening in 
flavor of mutton fat may be disguised your recipe, and keep on increasing the 
satisfactorily by browning slices of ap- quantity until you have soft tender 
pie in it. • cakes. 
c An 
A GOOD CAKE METHOD 
What is the most satisfactory method of mix-
ing a plain cake? 
For the plain cake the cake-mixer 
method is as satifactory as any other and 
much more economical in time and ef-
fort. All ingredients are placed in a 
bowl ,the fat being melted, and beaten 
vigorously for one to two minutes, or 
until thoroughly blended. This cake 
-cannot be distinguished in texture from 
the cake mixed by the conventional cake 
method. 
IDENTIFYING FRAPPE 
What is freppe? 
A frappe is a partly frozen fruit juice 
mixture. It is characterized by its gran-
ular texture, the consistency being that 
of a frozen mush. This is due to very 
rapid freezing. Equal parts of salt and 
ice being used. 
TO REMEDY CURDLE·D CUSTARD 
Is there any remedy for a soft custard that has 
curdled? 
R emove the custard from the stove, 
place container in a pan of cold water 
and beat vigorously with a dover egg 
beater. This will almost restore the nor-
mal smoothness. 
NAME OF PICTURE 
Some time ago I saw a picture in an art shop 
in a nearby city. I have been trying ever since 
to find out the name of the picture and the 
artist, and whether or not I could secure a copy. 
It was the head of a small boy. The. jacket col-
lar was r olled and one piece of his straw hat was 
torn and hanging down over his face~ From the 
somewhat limited description could you g ive me 
•any idea of whether or not the picture is one 
which is well known . 
I imagine that the picture which you 
saw was a print from that charming pic-
ture, "The Torn Hat" by Sully. Any good 
ar t shop would be able to. order a copy 
of it for you. 
MENU CARDS AT HOME OCCASIONS 
I am g iv ing a formal Christmas luncheon and 
have been wondering if it would be good form 
to have small menu cards printed for the oc-
casion. 
Menu cards are only used for dinners 
and tbanquets where there is no hostess 
to guide the guests. They are never 
used in one's own home. 
TEST FOR COTTON IN WOOL 
MATERIAL 
How can one disting uish whether or not .a, dress 
material is all wool. 
Boil a sample of the material in a 
solution of 1 tablespoon of lye to 1 pint 
of water from 15-20 minutes. Any wool 
in the sample will be dissolved and the 
cotton threads will r emain. 
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IF YOU DON'T KNOW, ASK US 
Every month more women are tak1ng advantage of 
our query column. We received a letter recently from a 
woman asking if we charged a fee for answering or 
printing the answers to any queries which came to us. 
In case someone else does not know about our ''query 
service" we want to explain it to you. 
If you have a perplexing question in your mind con-
cerning, child care or feeding, garment construction, 
household management, interior decoration, costume de-
sign or any one of the hundred and one thiJ:!gs connected 
with homemaking, write your question to us and we will 
print an answer on the query page. 
In other words, if you don't know, ask us. We have 
right at hand experts on all phases of homemaking, rec-
ords of the latest experimental work which has been 
done along home economics lines and an almost inex-
haustible supply of the best reference books, so that we 
should be able to give some assistance no matter what 
the difficulty. 
AN EIGHT DAY TEST. 
Looking forth from it's sheltering enclosure of ever-
greens, on the campus of Iowa State College, is the home 
economics practice house. 
It is not an unusual looking building. A stranger 
glancing at it's frame sides and wide screen porches, would 
be surprised to know that this ordinary building is a daily 
proof that a college education can be practical as well as 
technical. 
Others, looking at the peaceful dwelling from across the 
campus, never surmise what practical and important 
problems are being solved there every day, or what pa-
tience and understanding and science are meeting the 
demands of these problems. 
Home economics students coming from the dormitories 
near by, glance at the house. 'Fhe freshmen, as yet inex-
perienced, gaze with something of awe; the sophomores 
with their full year of basic college work, look with some-
thing of wonder; the juniors, already starting the real 
application of their science, look with a slight feeling of 
fear. But the seniors, who are now ready to put to a 
practical test the knowledge which they have gained 
from their college work, look with anticipation toward 
this place which is to be their home for a part of the year. 
They realize that their stay at the practic house is an 
eight day test over four years' work. With full confidence 
in their ability to pass it, they look forward to taking that 
test. 
WHAT DORA "M, HUGHES HAS TO SAY ABOUT 
THRIFT 
These are some of the things which Dora M. Hughes 
has to say about Thrift in her ''Thrift in the Household'': 
''The housewife who saves her pennies and wastes her 
life by overwork and lack of sleep, in the end spen_ds all 
she has tried to accumulate in a vain effort to be well 
again. '' 
''Perhaps the weaker sex would not be the weaker, if 
she did not bend her back so much in picking up what the 
stronger sex has left on the floor.'' 
''An ~mpty garbage pail indicates two things-that the 
housewife knows how to buy and that she knows how to 
use what she does buy.'' 
"There is no thrift in saving, when the value of the 
article saved is less than the expense of saving it." 
''If the housewife does her own work, all that she leaves 
undone without lessening her comfort or in any degree the 
health of her family will keep her fresher and happier.'' 
''Everything which is wasted raises the cost of living.'' 
''Like the heart of our body the home is really a compli-
catd force pump by means of which the race gets what it 
needs for life, and the efficiency of the home must be 
judged not by what it contains but by what it produces 
for the health and advancement of us all.'' 
'' The greatest economy which the housewife can prac-
tice, is the economy of herself.'' 
POPULARIZING THE TOWN LIBRARY 
It was a beautiful room, spacious and softly lighted, 
with rows of books in the finest of leather bindings lin-
ing the walls, and a fire crackling pleasantly in a white 
marble fireplace at one end. There was silence except 
for the occasional murmur of a well modulated voice, 
It was the reading room of a town library owned by a 
town of six thousand inhabitants. On this frostv even-
ing it held only six people, It was a store room o.f facts, 
fun and information, but because the townspeople did 
not know what they might find there, it's rooms were al-
most empty. If it's contents had been advertised and an 
admission had been charged, it would have been crowded. 
There is real work for some women's club in popular-
izing the town library. 
Women who know what the library contains can keep 
notices in several languages posted in the town factories 
stating what books in foreign languages, what books of 
help on learning the English language and what books 
of American history and customs the town library has 
on it's shelves. The club can see that the newspaper 
prints frequent notices of new books on child training, 
household management, agriculture, philosophy or re-
ligion. 
Shopgirls and tradespeople can be given a chance to 
g-et a knowledge of their own wares which will make 
them more intelligent sales people. If little Tilly Black 
at the lace counter in Brown's department store knew 
what fascinating literature the town library had on the 
making, the history and the distinguishing points of the 
very laces which she sells, wouldn't she just for curios-
ity's sake take a peep into those volumes ? An intelligent 
knowledge of laces would not only increase her value 
to her employer but would add to her own enjoyment of 
her work. 
A noted college professor recently remarked that col-
lege is not necessary for an education but reading is. 
There are millions of people longing for an education, 
for entertainment or for information, who do not know 
that the town library can give them all of these free of 
charge. -
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CHEESE MAKING BECOMING POPU-
LAR IN IOWA 
The ma~ing of different kinds of cheese 
is becoming a real interest in many Iowa 
farm homes. During the past month, 
work along this line has been carried 
on in several counties through the Farm 
Bureaus. Instructions were given by the 
Home Demonstration Agents. 
Bremer county held two all day meet-
ings with an attendance of 27 men and 
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women for the making of Cheddar cheese. +·-.. -· 
Si'nce the meetings were held, eighty TILDEN'S - ·-·+ 
pounds of cheese have been made by some 
of those receiving instructions, with an 
estimated saving of $13.60. · 
In Woodbury county, several men and 
women are learning to make Swiss 
cheese. 
<Clinton• county held two meetings also. 
Twenty-six pounds of Ch eddar and two 
pounds of cottage cheese were made. 
Many of the local people who learned 
the processes involved in making cheese 
will serve as local leaders to teach people 
in their own communities. Through this 
work, farm people are utilizing in large 
quantities one of their products for a 
food formerly purchased in small quan-
tities. Incidentally they Jearn of the food 
value of milk and the proper care of milk 
is studied in connection with the making 
of cheese. 
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j 365 Days of Pleasure 
















A good _place to eat any 
time, especially after a 
dance at Olsan's 
QUALITY and SERVICE 















are now In 
Progress 
Price reductions are now 
offered thruout this store 
to clear our shelves of all 
Fall a n d Whiter mer .. 
chandise before In v en .. 
tory time. 
The apparel and fabrics 
offered in this event are 
strictly .Tilden Quality 
backed by our · own and 
the makers' guarantees 
of satisfaction. 
V e r y material savings 
may be effected by those 
who buy now. Be one 
of them. 
Price Concessions 
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NUTRITION. WORK IN RINGGOLD 
. COUNTY 
Ringgold county is so pleased with the 
results of its recent nutrition campaign 
that it is to continue it for a period of 
two weeks beyond the original three 
months. 
Whereas ol)ly six school in the 
county served a hot school lunch last year, 
at the end 6f the three months of the 
campaign at least twenty schools were 
serving a daily hot lunch. Almost every 
school in the county did something dur-
ing this time to counteract malnourish-
ment and ill health. 
During the campaign more than 600 
weight charts were distributed in the 
schools. Two town schools put their 
whole enrollment on the health program 
and two more schools had the girls in 
the home economics classes keep weight 
charts. 
P rizes of $5.00 each were offered to the 
two schools sending in the best group of 
health posters and the best group of 
health stories. Both of these prizes 
were won by rural schools. 
Miss Elizabeth Storm '21 is the leader 
of the campaign. 
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FOR THOSE WHO HAVE DIFFICULT-
IES IN DYEING 
(Continued from page 7) 
to allow the dye preparation to boil for 
a few minutes. 
After it has boiled, strain the dye thru 
a cloth into a larger dish or vessel. Be 
sure that this container is large enough. 
More garments are ruined in dyeing by 
being handled in too small a vessel, than 
in any other way. Don't try to dye a 
coat in a dish pan even tho the garment 
may somehow or other be crowded into 
+·-·--··-··-··-··-··-·- ··- ··-··-·-··-+ j ms ICE & coAL co. j 
!. MURPHY & INMAN, Owners .·I . Ames, Iowa 
i i i We sell all kinds of c~al 1 
i f j See us for prices or j 
i Phone 1031 f i i 
+ - ··-··-··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
--·----·-·-·-··-··-·- ··-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-·-·- ··-·-··-·-··+ I 
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508 Walnut St. 
Des Moines 
The Foot .. O .. Scope 
Store 
Cedar Chests-
Packed and crated. Also any 
other pieces of furniture which 
you wish shipped home. JuSt 
call 352 
II Boots and Oxfords 
J 
DRAGOUN TRANSFER & STORAGE CO. 
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It's Really Wonderful-
to think of a launtlry washing deli, 
cate chiffons and silks so beautifully. 





I I AMES LAUNDRY w;·u;;·o~i; I l "'"~£t~,,Y.{.~.~~:..,, f 
! 219-221 Fifth Street PHONE 47 i l,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,._,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,._,_,l 
Q ,W ,LAST 
!I I 
1 
The B-W last is ideal for the 
business woman or student. 
Combines smart style with t 
I unusual comfort. 
I 
I 1 Shown in brown or black 
I kid or brown calf, boots or oxfords. All styles have rub-I her heels. I 
I $10 I 
!,_,._,,_,_,_,_,_,,_,_,,_,_,_,_! 
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the pan. The container must be large 
enough so that the material will be en-
tirely covered and the dye will have a 
chance to penetrate the garment evenly. 
A boiler is the best thing to use in dye-
ing a bulky garment. 
Add enough water to the dye bath so 
that when the garment is immersed it 
will be covered. About two gallons of 
water will be necessary for every cake of 
dye. 
U is not the amount of water, but the 
amount of dye in the water which de-
termines the color of the finished ma-
terial. To find out whether or not the 
dye bath will, give the color desired dye a 
small sample before coloring the entire 
garment. To do this take out a small 
amount of the dye bath and hold the 
sa::1ple up to the light and look thru it 
or dry and press it to judge tha resulting 
color. If the color is 1oo light, add more 
dissolved dye to the bath, if too dark 
remove some of the dye bath and add 
more water. 
Have the goods ca1.1p and the bath 
boiling before the material is immersed. 
Dip the garment in quickly and if the ma-
terial is wool keep it just below the boil-
ing point for 15 minutes. Boil silk or 
cotton for 15 minutes stirring all the 
while. If a wooden spoon or stick is 
used for the stirring, be sure that it has 
no dye adhering to it from a previous 
+•-••- n- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- r+ I Majestic I 
· Clothing Co. I 
HAND TAILORS I 
and i I. HABERDASHERS :=1: 2418 Lincoln Way 
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We also have a ladies' 








2510 Lincoln Way 
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J THE "GROUND GRI~- J 
i PER" SURGICAL j 
I SHOE J 
~:'1 I Is the' Original Muscle-Developing Health Shoe-Comfort for I All Feet. I 
i i 
' As a rule, changes in orthopedic t: 
:1 shoeing are brought about by the r· 
slow process of evolution, and the 
: j ~ ~~n~~;::t~;e a~:Y~~~~~ a~~nfn~sit~ j 
j make a radical change from the old : 
:l method to the new until the ad- t 
vantages of the new have been 
:
1
1 firmly established by years of trial. fj 
In the application of our "Ground l Gripper" shoe, the right conditions i 
. i ~ ~~;: ~~~:h ~e:~ ~;i~g t~~o~~~~di~~ i 
l eminent medical men, Y. W. C. A., .i 
and physical directors everywhere, 
t. proves it to be an assured success. !1 In presenting some of the features 
j of their "Ground Gripper" shoe, I i BAUGE & SON of Ames, Iowa, feel i 
l. that they are calling your attention .i 
•1 to one of the most important neces- J 
sities of life. 
I Doctors have spent much of their I time trying to find a shoe that I would take the place of mechanical 
-j appliances or artificial supports, 
-1• such as plates or steel shanks, com-
:
j monly called "props for the feet," 
which are so rigid and unyielding 
that they weaken instead of i strengthen the muscles of the feet. 
11 Everyone who enjoys walking, or has to stand on their feet most of I the time, will find this shoe a 
source of rest, and a practical cure 
for foot troubles. 
Ground Gripper "Kollege Kicks" 
for women are now made in very 
attractive and popular patterns and 
are being shown in oxfords or high 
shoes, by Bauge & Son, Arne~. 
Iowa.~Adv. 
+ -··-··-··-··-··-··-··-11·-··-·--·--·+ 
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f Battery & Electric l i l 
I Service Co. 1 I VESTA I 
I STORAGE BATTERY I 
f "Costs less per month of service" I 
·1 Phone 567 ·1 
· 110 MAIN STREET · I i 
+ - "·- ··- ··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
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l FANCY PASTRY ' .
I I 
. I l . I I 
I Lady Fingers I 
i Macaroons i i i j Puff Pastry i 
. i Doughnuts i 
f j 
I i 
I i j CITY BAKING 00. j 
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! WE DO HEMSTITCH- I 
f JlNG AND PICOTING I 
· We Repair Any Make of I 
SEW1ING MACHINE 
We rent sewing machines 
for $5 per month, whjch 
amouq.t applies on your 
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dyeing. In stirring, do not go round and 
round but turn the garment over and 
over so that no part will be allowed to 
float on top of the bath. 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-+ 
After the garment has absorbed most 
of the color, a fixitive is applied to fix 
the color. Salt or vinegar is ordinarily 
used. If the directions call for salt use 
salt, (about one cupful to two gallon of 
water); if they call for vinegar, use vine· 
gar. Remove the garment from the bath, 
add the fixitive agent and immerse again. 
When the bath becomes quite clear, the 
material can be removed. Cotton takes 
dye at a lower temperature than wool or 
silk. Linen takes color the least readily 
and sometimes must be dyed the second 
or third time. 
I 
The Lincoln Way Candy Kitchen 
Come in here for delicious Sundaes 
We also carry a complete line 
of Candies 
2512 Lincoln Way Phone 1128 
After taking the garment from the + -··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
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I 
SPAHN & ROSE LUMBER COMPANY 
· Dealers in 
High Grade Lumber, Coal and Building Material 
Office and Yards-Corner North-





I HART STUDIO 
i 
I For fine photos. Also a nice line of frames 
i 
i HART STUDIO 






The Chocolate Shop 
Complete line of 
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II Come in and see the ~ 
1 Newest Creations I 
1 In Hats I 
1 1 I In Sheldon-Munn Bldg. ! 
1 Ames, Iowa f ! j I . 
= I ! r 1 C. F. Darlingtoq & Son = 
GOOD GROCERIES II 
AT LOW COST 
Free Delivery In Fourth i 
Ward I 






The Drug Store Complete I 
The REXALL Store t 















S. HANSON LUMBER ! 
COMPANY i 
"The Home of Quality, 
CHAS. M. MILLER 
I i1 Phone No. 10 I 
• 1 + --·-··-··-tll-tll-11-tll-tll-11-tll-tll-tlll-tl+ 
Manager 
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bath, rinse it thoroly in several waters 
until the rinse water is colorless. If the 
goods is not rinsed thoroly, it will streak 
or show heat wrinkles after it is ironed. 
Cool gradually and hang straight to dry. 
Never let dyed goods dry in the sun-
shine or freeze. The finishing of the 
dyed material has much to do with re-
moving the home dyed look. Starch im-
mediately if the goods is to be starched. 
Dry and dampen cotton and linen and 
iron as usual. Dry woolen material, 
dampen thoroly and press between thick 
cloths. Press dampened silk between 
cloths or on the wrong side with a warm 
iron. If the dyed material is corduroy, 
hang it up to dry and when it is :;till 
damp brush against the nap with a stiff 
brush. This gives the soft velvety finish 
of new corduroy and no ironing is neces-
sary. 
Very often the woman who dyes, is un-
able to buy certain colors of dye at 'the 
+·-·-·-·-··-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-+ I Excellent Wemen's Shoes I 
i Every correct Shoe Style I 
i is here, from the daintiest i 





In moderate p r i c e d 
Shoes or in Shoe luxury, 
we offer you the best 
Shoes your money can 
buy anywhere, at any 
stated price. I AMES BOOTERY 
+ -··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
I II II llf-11-11-11-l-11-11-11-ll-l- t 
1 I New and Second-hand i 
I Text Books I STATIONERY 
· Crane's and Old Hamp-
! shire Bond 
Anything you need in sup-1:!1 
plies. We will gladly ac-
1 cept special orders for 
I ;;:dent Supply 
i Store 
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attention to the selection 
of hosiery than ever be-
fore . . Our experience has 
proven that 
Phoenix Hosiery 
leads because of its out-
standing economy, appear-
ance and durability. 
Be one of the millions who 
profit by wise selection. 
GUS MARTIN 
AMES IOWA 











American Beauty Irons 
Table Lamps 
Boudoir Lamps 
Nelson Electric Company 1 
!I ,' Phone 43 320 Main Street 
1-·----·-·-.. -·-·--··-·-·-·-.. -·~·-·------·-J 
store. For instance a dyeing company 
manufactures red dye and brown dye_ but 
does not make a henna dye, since this 
color is only seasonal and not standard. 
It is possible then for a home dyer who 
has had experience in dyeing to buy sev-
eral colors and make her own shade of 
dye. The mixing of unusual colors, how-
ever, is not for the inexperienced home 
dyer. She can work only with simple 
dyeing problems until the dyeing pro-
cesses have been thoroly absorbed and 
then she can try a few dyeing experi-
ments. 
Editor's note: The next issue of the 
Homemaker will contain a short article 
on the making of unusual colors for the 
home dyer who has had experience and 
who wishes to produce colors which can 
not be purchased. 
IOWA STATE WOMEN ARE MODERN 
MARKETERS 
(Continued from page 5) 
shrimps, frogs' legs, different kinds of 
trout, eels, large halibuts, etc. 
At the Des Moines Public Market all 
the different varieties of fruits and vege-
tables of the season were found on sale, 




"The House That 
Quality· Built" 
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BATES BAKING COMPANY J 
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: j l Visit the Marinello Comfort Shop I 
i (APPROVED) 
i . "The Marinello Way with Marinello Preparations" 
i Soft Water Shampoos, Marcel Wave, Water Wave, Face, I Scalp and Body Massage, Chiropody, Manicure. 





They frequently add to, instead of detract from facial 
expression. This is due to the expertness with which 
our glasses are fitted. 
L. 
Perfect fitting with us is a hobby-





The Little Craft Shop 
"The House of Gifts" 
Gift C-ards and Favors 
----for every occasion----
MEMORY BOOKS, PICTURES, MOTTOS 
STA~IlONERY, BRIDGE PRIZES 
Party Specialists 
Ever-ything for parties, from the "Invitations to the Decorations." . Plans 
in detail for your receptions, dinners, teas, darices, etc. No extra 
charges for service. Complete table decorations. 
Phone Walnut I I 26, Suite 2 I 4 Shops Bldg. DES MOINES, lOW A 
·--·-··-·---·--·----+ + -·--·-·-··-·-··-.. -··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·--·-+ 
16 THE lOW A HOMEMAKER 
san, canned goods, staples, etc. Much of 
the fresh food sold at such a market is 
of a better quality because it is fresher, 
being brought in and sold by the huck-
sters daily. The prices are lower be-
cause of the low overhead expense and 
the fact that goods are sold only on the 
"cash and carry" basis. 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·~-··-·-·-·-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-··-··- + 
The class decided that the economical 
housewife would not let the inconvenience 
of doing her own delivering prevent her 
from trading at such a market for she 
would then have the advantage of select-
ing her own foods and paying less money 
for them. 
A one day trip cannot, of course, give 
opportunity for an inspection of all the · 
marketing concerns which would . be of 
value in any one city. But, it does sug-
gest some of the conditions which "mod-
ern marketers" have to consider, and 
starts in the minds of the students who 
take the trip, some very intelligent think-
ing about the marketing problem. 




We m end the r ips 
And patch the holes 
Build up the heels 
A nd save your soles I 







trapped sed iment 
· Y.he Fdrnous Sediment Zone thdt Mecllls 
CJealley,\\hit~r Clothes in Half the Time 
Carr Hardware Co. 










+ - ·--·-··-··-·-··-··--·--·-··---+ + -··-··- ··-··- ·-·- ·-··-·- ··-··-·-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-··- ··- ··-·+ 

















No matter what the occasion may 
be, whether a childrens party or a 
dinner for grown .. ups-
O'Neil's Velvet Ice Cream 
will prove a delight .. 
ful dessert and food. 
It is made from pastuerized cream and is rich in 
flavor and smooth in texture. We have it in bulk 
and in many combinations of flavors in brick. 
Call 62 ·for Detailed Information 








+--··--~-~~·--·-·-··-··-·-··-··-··-··- -··-··-·-··-··--·- ·-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··- ·---._..--·+ 
+----·--··-··-··-··- ··-··-··- ··- ··-··- ··-··- ··- ··-··- ··- ··-··-·- ··- ··- ··-··- ··- ··-·+ I i 
t ' I f 
I I l The I 
I : 
l FAIR I i i 
i i 
i i i The New Year is here, i 
.,! also our new line of I 
I I Hosiery Gloves I 
I Hankerchiefs I 
I i I Combs Brushes · 
I Collar and Cuff Sets i 
1 Bags, Etc. 
i 
very reasonably priced 
+·-··-··-··-··- ··- ··- ··-··- 11·- ··- ··- ··-··- ··- ··-··- ··-··- ··- ··- ··- "·- ··- ··- "·- ··- ··- + ~ 
~ 
I cBe=MA GREAM FOR THE TOILET 
IJ Day Creams are quickly forgot ten w hen the virtues of Serna are known as an ! applicat ion to t he face or hands before using your favori t e face powder. On account of its astringen t Qualit ies and its soothing velvety touch i t renders the sk in soft yet 
impervious to t he raw win ds or chilly cold. Serna Cream makes the wrin kles less I """'~"· .. , "• ·~~;~;·DRUG STORE 
+ -··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··- ·-··-·-·-··-··-·--11+ 
+·-··-··-··-··-··- ··- ··-··-··-··-··- ··-·+ 1 • 
. I 
! Shampoo Marinello i 
J Marcel Preparations I 
= I 
t MADAM MARGUERITE i ! . 
I SHOP J 
! ~ 
• f ! 2516~ Lincoln Way j 
I = 
i Phone B .. 474 ! 
----------------- 1 f 
Athletic Drug Co. I 
A new line of 
AMES PILLOWS 
Athletic Drug Co. 
2816 West Street I 
Watches Diamonds I 






Ames J Iowa i 
I 
Annex Tailors j 
& Cleaners J 
PHONE 294-369 j 
Ladies Work a Specialty I 
Expert Fur Worker and Re- i 





Good things to eat 
t Quick Service 
1132 Main Arne., Iowa 
+·-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-~~·-·-··-·+ 
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. 
·· HoW ,Can You Do .. 
. . 
Without It? 
The only Home Economics Magazine 
published by students. 
The magazine with splendid stories on 
the most vital p_hases of home-
. making. 
The magazine in which articles by the 
'expert trained _professors of the 
· Home Economics Department of 
Iowa State College, appear each 
month. 
. . 
-· . Th·e ansWer· is~--You cannot. 
-. 
- ~ Every Alumni, Home Demonstrator, Home 
Econ.omics Teacher, and Homemaker, write 
t~e Circulation manager at once. 
SUBSCRfPTION PRICE $1.50 PER YEAR 
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